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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the existence of T-periodic solutions for systems 
of ordinary differential equations of the form 
-X=VxV(l,.x) WI 
where VE C2(R x RN; R ), v(t+T,x)=y(t,x)V(t,x)~jjBxIW~, Y is 
bounded and V, V( t, X) + 0 as 1x1 -+ +co. For example, we prove that, if 
0 d V(r, x) < m and V(r, x) -+ m as 1x1 --) +co, there exists at least one 
T-periodic solution of (V); moreover, if V,?J(t, 0) = 0, under suitable 
assumptions on v,Y,(t, 0), this solution is not identically zero. We also give 
existence results for the forced system 
-2=V,Y(r,x)+h(t), 
where h has zero mean value. 
The problem of existence of T-periodic solutions for system (V) has been 
widely studied by many authors; see [13] for a survey of the topic. The 
particular case of V bounded has been studied in [S, 6, Ii, 12, 141 (with V 
even or periodic) and in [7, 8, 151 (cases closer to our one). 
If one studies the problem from a variational point of view, defining on a 
suitable function space E, usually H’(S’; R”), a functional f whose critical 
points are the T-periodic solutions of (V), one has to face a major problem, 
the fact that the functional f cannot satisfy the compactness condition of 
Palais Smale on the whole function space E = H’(S’; RN). In particular, in 
our situation, the functional is bounded from below but does not attain the 
minimum. The ways which, up to now, have been used to overcome such a 
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problem are: (a) to restrict the functional, whenever V is even, on the sub- 
space of odd functions, where it satisfies the Palais Smale condition, as in 
[S, 61; (b) to show that, whenever V is periodic in x, the functional 
satisfies a weakened Palais Smale condition, as in [6, 12, 141; (c) to show 
that the Palais Smale condition holds on (x E E: f(x) > c} for some c and 
that, under suitable conditions on V, has a min-max level greater then c, as 
in [7, 8, 151. 
The approach used here is different from all those described above. It is 
based on Morse theory and works as follows: one shows that the Palais 
Smale condition holds on {XE E: f(x) > c + E} and one estimates the 
homology groups HY( {x E E: f(x) Q c + E}). These two facts together per- 
mit the use of Morse theory to prove the existence of periodic solutions 
for (V). 
1. MAIN RESULTS 
Let VoC2(Rx RN; R), V(t+ T, x)= v(t, x) VCER, VXE R”‘. We will 
look for T-periodic solutions of the system of ordinary differential 
equations 
-i=VV.V(t,x) (1.1) 
under the following assumptions: 
(Vl ) X, b 0 such that 0 6 V( t, x) G K, V( t, x) E R x RN; 
(V2) Let m = hm inf,,, _ +‘*, (inft,,r, k’(t, x)). Then 3 6 >O, 3[o RN 
such that: 
I[-xl <T - + 6 implies v(t, x) < m Vr E [0, T];’ (1.2) 
W3) liml.rl + +m V, v(t, x) = 0 (uniformly in [0, T]). 
Remark 1.1. (a) Let us point out that condition (V2) is obviously 
satisfied if 
O< V(t, x)<m tfr~ CO, Tl, Vx E RN, i.e., if K, = m 
or if 
3coIWN, 3e>O such that sup{ v(t, ,@‘+q)): Ab 1, Y]EB(O, E), IE [0, T]} cm, 
i.e., if k’(t, x) is smaller than m on a sector. 
’ With (.I’ ) we indicate the scalar product in IWN, and with 1.1 the corresponding norm. 
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In the case N = 1, (V2) is satisfied if, for example, I’(& x) tends to m 
monotonically increasing as x -+ +cc (or to - co). 
In all these situations, V6 > 0 39~ RN such that (1.2) is satisfied. 
(b) ( 1.2) can be replaced by 
~e*~<2~fi/~+~5 implies V(t,x)<m VtE[O, T] (1.2’) 
with p = sup{ llxll i-/),:x~H’ 0, T;RN), x periodic, J~x(f)dr=O}. One 
can easily prove $/4Cp<J3/2. 
(c) If V does not depend on t, (V2) will always be satisfied for T 
small enough whenever m > inf V. 1 
Let E= H’(S’; RN), where S’ = [0, T]/(O, T}. Then E= RN@ W, where 
Vx~Ex=~+wwith~=l/T~~‘x(f)dt~lR~andw=x-5~ Wissuch that 
&v(t)dt=O. Th is decomposition is orthogonal with respect to the 
HI-scalar product 
(whose corresponding norm we indicate with 11. Ii), as well as in the 
L2-sense. We will indicate with ( ., . )*, the L2-scalar product and with 
)( lip the Lp norm. It is well known that E is compactly embedded in 
L”(0, T; RN). 
We define f: E -+ R as 
(1.3) 
It follows from the regularity assumptions on V that f e C’(E; R). 
We recall the Palais Smale (PS) condition: 
(PS) We say that f satisfies the (PS) condition in E at level c if from 
every sequence (x,) c E such that f(x,) + c and ,f’(x,) -+ 0 (with f’(x) we 
indicate the gradient offat x) we can extract a converging subsequence. 
LEMMA 1.2. f is bounded from below by - TK, and satisfies the (PS) 
condition in ] - Tm, + 00 [. 
Proof: V(t,x)GK, impliesf(x)=~~)~12-J V(t,x)> -TK,. 
Let now (x,) c E be such that 
fk,) -+ ~1 E I- Tm, + a3 C 
f’(x,,)-0 in H- ‘. 
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We have that 
from which follows J )A?,,)~ = j J~,,~* <c: (from now on c,, cl,... will denote 
non-negative constants). If p is the one given by Remark 1.1(b), we have 
that 
Iw,(t)l G PC1 VZE [0, T]. 
Suppose I<,,1 + +a~. Then, using (1.4), we deduce 
I<,, + w,(t)1 + +cc uniformly in [O, T]. 
We also have 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(Sk), w,> =j w-j (V, V(r, x )1 WJ. 
Using (1 S), (V3), the boundedness of II w,II (which follows from ( 1.4) and 
((ti,,ll z6 c,) and the assumption f’(x,,) --) 0, we get 
j 1~*12= (f’(x,L w*> +J- 07, vc %I)Iwn)+o~ 
Since, by ( 1.5 ), lim inf, _ + Ix, (inf, t rO, T, I’( t, x,(t))) 2 m, we finally deduce 
c( = lim j-(x,*) 
n-P +a, 
= - lim I V(t, &?) n- +m 
6 -Tm, 
in contradiction with the assumption c1> -Tm. We deduce It,1 f c2 and 
llxnl12=j l~,z12+ j Iw,12+ TlLl* 
T2 <cc:+-c2+ 72;. 
4n2 ’ 
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(Recall that, VW E W, I( ~11 z 6 T/27t ij+/lz.) One now proceeds in the stan- 
dard way (see, for example [3, p. 4271) to deduce the existence of a con- 
verging subsequence. 1 
Remark 1.3. Observe that the (PS) condition does not hold for at least 
one level CE [ - TK,, - Tm]. In fact, since 
exists 5, s.t. - lim, _ cu f Y(r, &,)=cE [-TK,, --%I]. Then 
f(4,,)= -j” Vh Lk)-+C 
Since 14,,,/ -+ +co, (PS) does not hold at level c. Such a sequence (<,,) can 
be seen as a “critical point at inanity,” according to Bahri and Coron [Z]. 
The following two lemmas are devoted to study the “change” in topology 
induced by sue h critical points. a 
LEMMA 1.4. Exists E > 0 such that VE -c E 3,) Q s.t. : 
and 
Proof: The proof will be carried out in two steps: 
Step 1: vE>03E1 s.t. AF,~jpT”? 
Step 2: 3E>O s.t. Ve<E3cZ st. f-.-TmfEC B,,. 
From the two steps, the lemma will follow. 
Step 1. Let any E>O be given. Since f(t)= -1 &‘(t, <), it follows 
from the definition of m that 3~~ s.t. I<[ 2 l/&r impliesf(<) < -Tm + E. This 
proves Step 1. 
Step 2. Let x=w+<fzfmTm+‘, i.e., let f(w+t)< -Tm+E with 
0 < E < 1. Using (Vl ) one deduces 
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Qxef' -Tm+E, O<E< 1. (1.6) 
Let Sz=max{ Qt, x): It--xl sg rJm-l-& TV [0, 7Jj Km. Set 
E=min(l, (S/2c,), T{m-li?)). Let O<&<Eand ~uppose,f-~“‘~+~ sf B,,Y+. 
Then 3(5,, we) E RN x W such that 
IL-r! c; (1.7) 
fiL-+w,)~ -Tm+E. (1.8) 
(1.6) and (1.7) imply 
a contradiction which proves Step 2 and the Iemma. 1 
LEMMA 1.5, For ewy E-C H 
Hq(f - ““‘“)2H,(A,,)OH,(fITrni&,RE,). (1.9) 
In partiadar 
&ff - Tm+gf# (Oj, H*-t(f-Tm+cf# to>. (1.10) 
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Proof: There clearly exists a deformation of B,, on A,, . Such a defor- 
mation, restricted tof- 7in+E, yields a retraction off ~ ‘m+E onto A,,. (1.9) 
is then a consequence of Formula (4.15), page 37 of [9], and (1.10) follows 
upon noticing that SN ’ = {XE RN: 1x1 = l/s, > is a deformation retract of 
A,.,. I 
Remark 1.6. (a) Lemma 1.5 gives an estimate of the change in the 
topology produced by the “critical points at infinity.” Such a change is 
equal to that produced by a non-degenerate SN - ’ of critical points at the 
minimum level. See [ 1 ] for a situation in which the minimum is an S’ of 
critical points. 
(b) It is possible, in some situations, to evaluate exactly the 
homology of f Tm + ‘. This is the case, for example, whenever V, besides 
satisfying (Vl), (V2), (V3), is such that v(t, X) < m V]x( < R and 
V(r, x) = m V 1x1 > R. Consider, in fact, the usual deformation along the 
gradient lines 
d4.c x) 
-= -f’(a(s, x)) 
ds 
Since x E f -~ 7m +’ implies that u’= x - l/Tj x is bounded in H’, we deduce 
that f’(x) is bounded, hence CI(S, x) is defined Vs > 0. Moreover, assuming 
that for some E there are no critical points x such that - Tm <f(x) 6 
- Tm + E, we have that lim,s _ +% f(cc(s, x)) = -Tm. We deduce that the 
zero mean value component of CL(S, x) tends to zero as s + +cc (see (1.6)), 
and that the mean value tends to be greater than or equal to R as s -+ +co. 
Finally, since d/ds j c((s, x) = -Jf’(a(s, x)) = -j V., Jf(t, a) = 0 for 1~1 2 R, 
we have that lim,s, += a(s, x) exists. We deduce that Vx E f TmCE there 
exist lim,s, += a(s, x) =x0 and lim, _ + r‘ f(a(s, x))= -Tm. On the other 
hand, XEf -=m implies x = (l/T) s X, so that H&f -rm+r:) = 
H,(fpT”)= H, ((~EIW~: V(t, t)=m Vte [0, T]}). l 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose V satisfies (Vl), (V2), and (V3). Then there 
exists at least one T-periodic solution of the system of ordinary differential 
equations 
-i=V,V(t,x). (1.11) 
Moreover, if V., V( t, 0) = 0 and V.:,( t, 0) = crl with u. > 47c*/T*, then ( 1.11) 
has at least a T-periodic solution different from 0. 
Proqf: It is known that the critical points off on E are T-periodic 
solutions of (1.11). Supose f has no critical points on E. Then, since by 
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Lemma 1.2, f satisfies (PS) on E in the interval ] - Tm, + cc [, t/c > 0 
f-- rm+& is a deformation retract of E (see Lemma 3.3, p. 19 of [lo]). Then 
H,(E)E H&f- Fm+c) VqEz. 
Since H,(E) z (0) Vq # 0, we reach a contradiction for E < E applying 
Lemma 1.5. 
If V, I’(& 0) = 0, 0 is a critical point. To evaluate its Morse index, set 
u(t)=C,“=, CkeL k/ ., c -e.exp(-i(2z/T)kt), where i=fl, (ej) ,=,,..., N is the 
standard basis in [WN, cki E C, ckj = ck, Then 
We deduce that ind(0) = N + 2E(& T/271) N, where 
I 
integer part of j3 if j 6 N 
E(B)= B-1 if flEfU,jI>O 
-+ if fl=O 
Observe that 0 is non-degenerate if & (T/27c) $ N, while it is degenerate 
whenever & (T/271) E N, an d in such a case we have (if u > 0) that dim 
ker d2f (0) = 2N, since o E ker d2f (0) iff - ti - c(u = 0. 
From the reduced homology sequence of the couple (E, f ~ ““+‘) 
(Proposition 4.4, page 34 of [9]) we have 
which implies (since fi,( E) z { 0) Vq - Corollary 5.4, page 38 of [9]) 
H,+,(E,f - T”+E)zRjTiY(f --TM+&) vq. 
Since A,(X) z H,(X) Vq # 0, we deduce from Lemma 1.4 that 
H,(E,f ~ Fmm+E) # (0). Suppose now, by contradiction, that 0 is the only 
(eventually degenerate) critical point of f on E, of index i,, = N + 2NE 
((T &/2n)) > 3N. If it is degenerate, one can modify the functional, as in 
[lo], in a small ball near 0 in such a way that the modified functionalfhas 
only non-degenerate critical points of index greater than i, and smaller 
than i, + dim ker d2f (0), and 7 is close in the C2 norm to f (in fact, in such 
a case, 0 is an isolated critical point and f ‘(0) is Fredholm of index 0). On 
the other hand from the Morse inequalities it follows that f must have at 
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least one critical point of index N in the strip {XE E: - Tm + E <f(x)}, a 
contradiction which proves the existence of a critical point x # 0. 1 
Remark 1.8. We remark that the critical points found in Theorem 1.7 
areatalevelcB-Tm+s. 1 
As we have observed in Remark 1.6(b), it is sometimes possible to 
evaluate exactly the homology of fP ““+‘. This can be useful to obtain 
results stronger than those obtained in Theorem 1.7. As an example, we 
prove : 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let VE C2( [w x [WN; [w) be T-periodic in t. Suppose that 
352 c iQN, Q open, convex and diffeomorphic to a ball s.t. 
O< V(t,x)<m VXER; 
V(t,x)=m VXERN-1;2, tlt~ [0, T]; 
VV(t,O)=O V?E [0, T]; 
V(:.,( t, 0) = cd 
167r2 47c*k 
Vte[O, T], whereclB7,u#- 
T2 
VkEN. 
Then (1.11) has at least two T-periodic solutions x, , x2 different from 0 and 
such that x,(t) E 0, i = 1,2, Vt e [0, T], 
Proof: As we have seen in Remark 1.6(b), if for some E there are no 
critical points in f --Tm+E (which we can assume, otherwise we would have 
infinitely many critical points, and the theorem would be proved), we have 
H&f- "+")~'H,(f-'m) 
=H,({t: V(t, O=m>) 
= H,(rW”-Q) 
zHq(SN-‘) 
From the proof of Theorem 1.7 it follows that 0 is a non-degenerate critical 
point of index i, = N+ 2NE((T/2z) &) > 5N and that there exists a 
critical point x, # 0, eventually degenerate, of index A. Suppose 0 and x, 
are the only two critical points off: As in the proof of Theorem 1.7, con- 
sider a modified functional 7 which is close to fin the C* norm, coincides 
with f outside a small ball centered in xl, and has, in the strip 
{ - Tm + E <T}, only the nondegenerate critical points (0, ur ,..., uy } with 
ind(O)= iO, A<ind(u,)<L+ 2N. From the Morse inequalities (see [4]) 
follows 
dim H,(E, f-"'")<C, 
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(where C, = number 
{-Tm+c<T}) from 
of critical points of index q of f in the strip 
Rq(f-“+e) z ti,(S”- 
which CNa 1 (recall that H,, ,(~?,f‘-~~+‘) r 
- ‘) Vq), hence ,I< N. From the assumptions and the 
preceding discussion it follows that C, = 0 if 3, + 2N < q < i, or if q > i, and 
C, = 1. Consider now the Morse inequalities 
i~O(-l)p-fCi~ i (-l)p~idimHi(E,f~T”+c). 
i=O 
(1.12) 
From ( 1.12) follows 
(a) for p=1+2N 
i=O 
(b) for p=J+2N+1 
i.+ZN+ I 
Jo (-l) 
R+ZN+Ibic,~(-1)1+2N+l-N= -(-l)j.+N 
and since C, + 2N + , = 0, one has 
-A> -(-l)j.,N. 
From (a) and (b) follows A = ( - 1)” + N. 
Apply finally (1.12) with p = i, + 1. We get 
rot I 
,go (-l)“+‘~ic;>,(-l)“+‘~N 
_l+(-l)io+l-j.~ZN~~(-l)rg+l-N 
-l+(-l)‘o+l-N),(-l)io+I~N 
-120. 
a contradiction which proves the existence of another critical point x2 with 
,f(x2) >, -Tm + E. We now prove that any solution x with f(x) > -Tm + E 
is such that x(t) E Q Vt E [0, T]. Suppose first that 3i such that x(r) $!Z?. 
Then either x(t)$Q Vt or It,, t, s.t. x(tl) and x(t,)~dQ, x(t)#Q 
Vt~]t,,f~[. In the first case -n(t)=0 Vte[O, T] hence x(t)=t#Q and 
f(x) =f(t;) = -Tm, in contradiction with the assumption. In the second 
case, -Z(t)=V,Y(r,x(t))rO Vr~[f,,t~], so that x(t) describes, for 
felt,, t2[, the segment joining x(t,) with ~(1~). But the convexity of 52 
implies then x(t) E G VIE It,, tr[, in contradiction with the assumption 
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x(t)$i2. So we must have xft)~&? VIE [0, T]. If 3ts.t. x(i)~%J, then 
-Z(i) = 0 and, solving the Cauchy problem - j = V, v(t, v), y(O) = ~(0, 
j(O)=a(i), one realizes that, by the convexity of 8, y must be a straight 
line in the future or in the past, in contradiction with the periodicity 
of x. 1 
Remark 1.10. It can be easily proved, by the same method, that 
periodic solutions also exist for more general Lagrangian systems. More 
precisely, let 9: R x RN x RN 
U(r, 47 t) = 2 ai,,(r, 4) tit, - v(t, 4) 
i./= 1 
be T-periodic in t. Suppose, moreover, that Ci,j aij5i<i> p/{12, that 
suPte ro.~j taaijtt, 4))/%, -0 as 141 -+ +co, and that Y satisfies (Vl), (V3), 
and (V2) with (1.1) modified as follows: 
/g-x/ d T J K,-m ___ 2P implies v(t, X) < m t E [IO, T]. 
Then the system of ordinary differentia1 equations 
E@,q(t)dj(t))=O dq 
I 
has at least a T-periodic solution. 1 
2. RELATED RESULTS 
With the same method developed in Section 1, it is possible to handle 
also other related situations. We begin by studying forced systems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose V satis$es (Vi), (V2), anJ (V3). Then 
‘$h E C’(O, T; BP’) such thar j h = 0 and 
llhll, <= 
TV+ 
(6 given by (V2)) 
there exists al ieast one T-periodic solution qf the system of ordinary dif’ 
.ferenti~~ equa~ion.~ 
-Z=V,b’(t,x)+h(t). (2.2) 
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Proof. Let w0 be the only T-periodic solution of -2 = h such that 
j w0 = 0. We have that 
hence 
and 
JT T fi 
l%(~)l q- Il%ll2<-jy Ilhllz. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Let 8: [w x [WN -+ IF&! be defined by v((t, x) = P’(t, w,(t) +x). It is clearly of 
class C2 and T-periodic in t. Suppose x is a T-periodic solution of 
-.2= P(t, x); 
set y(t)=w,(t)+x(t). Then 
-j(t)= -ciJo(t)-qt)= V(t,x(t)+w,(t))+h(t)= V(t, y(t))+h(t) 
i.e., y is a T-periodic solution of (2.2). 
The theorem will follow if we prove that v satisfy (Vl), (V2), and (V3). 
(Vl ) is obviously satisfied; (V3) follows upon noticing that V, r(t, x) = 
V., V(t, wO( t) + x) using (2.4) and the fact that V satisfy (V3). 
(V2) Let GI = lim inf, _ m (inf, t to T, r(t, <)). We claim that m 5: m. In fact 
V’EBO 3K s.t. 151 > K implies k’(t, i)>m--E VtE [0, T]. Then V’E>O JR= 
K+ &‘%W ll~ll2 s.t. [<I 2 E implies 15 + wo(t)l 2 151 - Iw,(t)l 2 K so 
that V( t, < + w,,(t)) > m - E Vt E [0, T] and the claim follows. 
Moreover, since llhll z < (47~ 6/T fi), we deduce from (2.4) that 
Iw,(t)l < 6. 
Let 6’=max,.1,,.1 Iw,(t)l<6 and set 8=6-S’. Then I&xl< 
T,/m+z implies I[ - x - w,(t)1 d I[ - xl + 1 w,(t)1 < 
Tdm+S-h’+~?‘, i.e., It-(w_,W+x)l< T,/m+d; 
since V satisfies (V2) and hiam, we get V(t,x)= V(t, w,(t)+x)<m<& 
so that also (V2) holds. Then we can apply Theorem 1.7 and find a 
T-periodic solution of the system (2.2). 1 
Remark 2.2. It is clear that if (V2) is satisfied V 6 > 0, (2.2) has a 
T-periodic solution Vh E Co. This is the case in the situations described in 
Remark 1.1(a). We also remark that the assumption h E Co can be relaxed 
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to h E L’(O, T; FIN). In fact it is clear from the proof of Theorem 1.7 that 
only in the x-variable is a C2 regularity needed. 1 
Remark 2.3. The situation changes if we consider the system (2.2) with 
j h # 0. In such a case the functional one has to consider is 
f(x)=+! IRJ2- j V(z,x)-jhx. 
Under the hypothesis (VI), (V2), and (V3) on V, such a functional is no 
more bounded from below and satisfy the (PS) condition everywhere. 1 
The method developed in Section 1 also permits the handling of a class 
of systems which do not satisfy (V2) and (V3). As an example, we prove: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let VE C2(Iw x IWN; [w) be T-periodic in t and such that 
32 c [w N, D convex, open and diffeomorphic to a ball. 
O< V(t, x)<m VXEQ2; 
V( t, x) = m and VrV(t,x)=O ‘dt E [0, T], Vx E &-2; 
V(t, O)=O V,V(t,O)=O 
by,( t, 0) = al with sr>!$,Vte[O,T],$$N. 
Then the system of ordinary differential equations (1.1) has at least two 
T-periodic solutions x,(t), x?(t) different from zero and s.t. x,(t) E Q Vt. 
ProoJ Define 8( t, x) to be equal to V(t, x) if x E Q, and to m if x 4 52. 
Such a v satisfies all assumptions of Proposition 1.9 but is only of class 
Cl,‘. We want to show that Proposition 1.9 applies anyway. In fact, let x 
be any critical point of the functional f corresponding to p, with f(x) > 
-Tm + E. Such a critical point is a solution of -R = V, v(t, x), and reason- 
ing as in Proposition 1.9 one can prove that x(t) EL? Vt E [0, T], so that 
p(t, x(t)) = V(t, x(t)) VtE [0, T] and (since H’(S’; RN) 4 L”(0, T; RN)) f 
is of class C2 in a neighbourhood of x. This permits us to apply the Morse 
splitting lemma in a neighbourhood of any critical point in {x E H’ : f(x) 2 
-Tm +E}, and to deduce the Morse inequalities needed to prove 
Proposition 1.9. So Proposition 1.9 applies; we deduce the existence of two 
T-periodic solutions of -2 = V, r( t, x); since we have already noticed that 
such solutions are also solutions of our equation, the theorem follows. u 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.4 covers the case of a potential V(x) = g( /XI), 
with g o-periodic. 1 
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